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Abstract: Synthetic garnet nanopowders of Y3Al5O12 (YAG) and Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG)
were produced, and the occurrence of a broadband bright visible emission by nominally
undoped YAG and GGG and Cr3þ doped GGG, depending on the environment pressure,
as well as exciting on the pumping power, was demonstrated. The results indicate that
high-intensity infrared laser irradiation in samples not only leads to heating (melting ef-
fects) but also produces visible broadband emission. Low pressure of the powders' envi-
ronment favors the white light emission by lowering the threshold pumping power. A
hypothesis on the nature of the emission is presented.

Index Terms: Garnets, nanocrystals, white light emission, laser diode excitation.

1. Introduction
White Light (WL) optical emission from inorganic materials is an important research subject of
research emerged in the last decade may find numerous applications, in the fields of lighting
and signaling. The majority of the papers that have appeared in the literature have dealt with
WL obtained by using a blue or an ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diode exciting one or more suit-
able and efficient phosphors (only a yellow phosphor, both yellow and red phosphors or both
green and red phosphors), with the combination of the emitted radiations originating the WL [1].
According to this strategy i) yellow phosphors enable to get WL with high efficiency but with low
color rendering index (CRI), ii) yellow and proper red phosphors let achieve WL with appropriate
CRI and moderate luminescence efficiency and iii) emission by green and red phosphors pro-
vides WL with high CRI but with low efficiency [2].

Other approaches exploit an up-conversion mechanism with a suitable near-infrared (NIR)
source excitation with high power above a certain threshold and nano-crystalline powders of a
transparent host material doped with lanthanide ions [3]. In several cases, very bright white or
yellowish light was observed, corresponding to an intense and broadband emission-band cover-
ing almost the whole visible region [4]–[9]. The broadband emission was assigned to blackbody
thermal emission in some cases, to charge transfer luminescence in other cases, or to a combi-
nation of these two processes. As for the materials used, previously reported WL production
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stemmed from transparent host materials co-doped with rare earth (RE) ions or including RE
ions as stoichiometric components.

The garnets Y3AI5O12 (YAG) and Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) are well known in nano-crystalline form [10]
and are among the most widely used laser host materials [11] because of their hardness, general
stability against chemical and mechanical changes, optical isotropy, good thermal conductivity and
low-thermal expansion, high-optical transparency, low-acoustic loss, high threshold for optical dam-
age and high receptiveness to rare earth ions. While YAG has slightly better thermal and optical
properties than GGG, GGG is more easily available and in better crystalline quality than YAG.

To the best of our knowledge, no study is available examining the possibility to generate
broad-band WL emission by nominally un-doped or transition-metal-doped insulating oxide ma-
terials. Hence, this paper demonstrates the occurrence of broadband bright visible emission, de-
pending on environment pressure and pumping power, by either nominally un-doped YAG and
GGG or Cr3þ doped GGG nano-crystalline samples excited by monochromatic CW infrared light
(803.5 nm).

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Synthesis Procedure
To produce powders with grain size in the range of nanometers, the Pechini method [12] and

the co-precipitation approach [14] were exploited. The former method besides being simple and
inexpensive, has the advantage of providing reproducible and monodispersed samples. It is a
common method for the synthesis of metal oxide materials with the aid of an organic polymer
and a chelating agent to form a polyesteric network which can be eliminated by thermal
treatment.

Four nano-crystalline garnet samples were investigated in the present study:
i) two samples of nominally undoped YAG, briefly named ðYAGÞPech and ðYAGÞco, the Pechini

method [15], and by co-precipitation [13], respectively;
ii) one nominally undoped GGG sample, named ðGGGÞPech hereafter, prepared by the Pechini

method [16];
iii) one Cr-doped GGG sample, named GGG:Cr hereafter, with 1 mol% Cr3þ(substituting Ga3þ).
The reagents used in the synthesis are given in Table 1. The heat treatment was carried out

for 16 hours at 800 �C for the samples prepared by the Pechini method, and 3 hours at 900 �C
for the YAG sample made by coprecipitation. The metallic precursors were obtained from
Sigma–Aldrich, apart from AlðNO3Þ3 � 9H2O (Alfa Aesar).

2.2. Structural Characterization
The powder samples were ground in a mortar and then deposited in a low-background sam-

ple stage for the X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern collection. XRD patterns were mea-
sured with a Thermo ARL X'TRA powder diffractometer, operating in Bragg–Brentano geometry

TABLE 1

Garnet samples under investigation
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(to increase intensity and angular resolution), equipped with a Cu-anode X-ray source (K�,
� ¼ 1:5418 A) and using a Peltier Si(Li) cooled solid state detector. The patterns were collected
with a scan rate of 0.003�=s, time of exposure 9.0 s/step and 2� range of 24–90�. The phase
identification was performed with the PDF-4 þ 2008 database provided by the International
Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD).

The crystallite size of the single phase samples were evaluated using the Williamson–Hall
method.

2.3. Spectroscopic Measurements
The continuous emission spectra of the samples were obtained by pumping the samples

with the output of a Laser Drive Inc. Model LDI-820 diode laser operated at 803.5 nm. The
signal emitted by the samples was directed toward the entrance slit of a 1 m McPherson
Model 2051 monochromator and chopped at a frequency of 250 Hz before entering the slit.
The monochromator provided a resolution 0.8 Å with the slits set at 50 �m and a wavelength
reproducibility of 0.1 Å.

The optical signal was detected by a Hamamatsu R1387 photomultiplier tube with an S20 re-
sponse, sent to a EG&G Model 5210 lock-in amplifier and recorded in a computer.

The temporal evolution (decay and rise patterns) of the visible broadband emission intensity
of all the samples was measured by employing a shutter to switch on or interrupt the diode laser
beam and a Tektronix Model TDS3052B oscilloscope.

The samples were mounted on the cold finger of a closed cycle Helium refrigerator. This sys-
tem uses a Janis Research Model RD Dewar connected with a Leybold Model RW2 compres-
sor. The temperature of the cold finger was controlled by using a Lake Shore Cryotronics 805
Model controller and could be changed from 30 to 300 K.

An Avantes AvaLight-Hal-Cal calibration light source was used to correct our spectra for the
sensitivity of our system.

An Allied Scientific Pro ASP-MK350 Model Illuminance Meter was used to measure the
CIE (International Commission on Illumination) coordinates, the CCT (Correlated Color Tem-
perature), the CRI (Color Rendering Index), the luminous flux, and to view the spectrum of
the WL.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Structural Characterization of the Samples
The X-ray patterns corresponding to the four samples are shown in Fig. 1. The results of the

structural investigation are summarized in Table 2.
i) The ðYAGÞco, ðGGGÞPech and GGG:Cr samples were found to be nano-crystalline, single

phase with a cubic garnet structure and with crystallite sizes in the range 50–80 nm
(Table 2);

ii) The ðYAGÞPech sample was found to contain about 7 mass % of a slightly distorted garnet
phase with a stoichiometry close to Y3:03Al4:97O12 [17] and, even if the average size of
such mixed phase sample was not determined, peak broadening indicates its nano-crystalline
nature. Y3:03Al4:97O12 arises from Y3Al5O12 by substitution of a small portion of Al3þ ions,
occupying the trigonally distorted octahedral site (with S6 symmetry), with Y3þ ones. Due to
the mismatch of the ionic radii of Al3þ and Y3þ(the latter is larger than the former), the cell
edge of Y3:03Al4:97O12 is bigger than the one of Y3Al5O12. As a consequence, the diffraction
peaks of Y3:03Al4:97O12 are shifted towards lower 2 theta values, with respect to the ones of
Y3Al5O12. (see Fig. 1(a)).

It has been reported in the literature that nano-crystalline garnet materials show weak aggre-
gation of the particles and the relatively small particle size is accompanied by significant poros-
ity and surface area [18].
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3.2. Spectroscopic Investigation of the Samples
The onset of a broad emission band extending from 400 to 900 nm was observed peaking in

the anti-Stokes side of the exciting laser line (see Fig. 2) with the samples under a pressure of
0.032 mbar, the cold finger at 300 K and the laser exciting power raised above a certain thresh-
old (0.2 W for GGG:Cr and 1.05 W for ðYAGÞco).

In the experimental conditions described above, a broad band emission could be visually ob-
served with the maximum exciting power of 3.25 W for the other two samples ðYAGÞPech and
ðGGGÞPech, but its persistence was very short and no meaningful measurements could be carried
out. For these reasons, in what follows, only the emission properties of the samples GGG:Cr and

TABLE 2

Structural characterization of the garnet samples under investigation

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of (a) YAG and (b) GGG samples.
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ðYAGÞco will be dealt with. Accordingly, Fig. 2(a) reports the WL found emitted these two samples.
The peak intensities are located at 680 and 700 nm for ðYAGÞco and GGG, respectively.

The spikes that appear in Fig. 2(a), superimposed to the WL band are due to the spurious
modes of the laser.

The WL was incoherent and with no preferential spatial direction. Fig. 2(b) reports the spectra
in Fig. 2(a) corrected for the system response and Fig. 3 presents the spectra of the WL emitted
by the two samples measured by using an illuminance meter. We may note the similarity of the
spectra in Figs. 2(a) and 3.

Fig. 2. (a) Spectral profiles of the broad band emission for ðYAGÞco and GGG:Cr. (b) Corrected
spectra of YAG-Co and GGG-Cr for system response.

Fig. 3. (a) Measured spectrum for ðYAGÞco by using illuminance meter. (b) Measured spectrum for
GGG:Cr by using illuminance meter. (c) CIE coordinates for ðYAGÞco. (d) CIE coordinates for GGG:Cr.
(e) CCT, CRI, and illuminance values for ðYAGÞco. (f) CCT, CRI, and illuminance values for GGG:Cr.
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The chromaticity coordinates were found to be x ¼ 0:42 and y ¼ 0:36 for ðYAGÞco and x ¼ 0:45
and y ¼ 0:37 for GGG:Cr. These values lie in the greenish yellow region and correspond to corre-
lated color temperature (CCT) values of approximately 2859 and 2530 K with the CRI of 91 and 92,
respectively (see Fig. 3).

We also measured the WL emitted by two samples when varying the temperature of the cold
finger and noted that neither the profile nor the emission intensity appear to change significantly.
This result, per se, indicates that the emitting part of the sample is at such high temperature
that a change of temperature (see Fig. 4) of the cold finger has no relevant effect on the WL
emission.

The emission intensity exhibits a dependence on the excitation power. The peak emission in-
tensity increases with the laser power in a highly non-linear way, and the increase is more steep
for ðYAGÞco than for GGG:Cr (see Fig. 5). In fact, the power dependence of the intensity can be
approximated by I ¼ APn, where I is the peak intensity, A is a constant, P is the diode laser
power and the exponent n is 4.8 for ðYAGÞco and 3.7 for GGG:Cr.

Fig. 4. Temperature evolution of the broad band emission of GGG:Cr in the range 33–300 K.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the broad band peak intensity as a function of the diode laser power for
ðYAGÞco and GGG:Cr. The atmospheric pressure was 0.03 mbar.
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These findings have relevance on the mechanism by which the 803.5 nm radiation is ab-
sorbed and deposited in the sample. Accounting for the intrinsic energy band gaps of the con-
sidered host materials (6.6 eV for YAG and 5.4 eV for GGG), no direct interband linear
absorption could occur by the host material at the considered exciting photon energy (1.28 eV).
However, the high intensity radiation provided by the laser diode may be expected to produce a
multiphoton absorption.

Non resonant (i.e., without the presence of intermediate gap states) multiphoton absorption
would require 5.07 and 4.21 incident photons for YAG and GGG, respectively. Based on the es-
timation of the exponent n occurring in the law I ¼ APn (see Fig. 5), a resonant multi-photon ab-
sorption is likely to occur for YAG [19]–[22].

As for the absorption mechanism in GGG:Cr, we need to consider the possible role played by
the Cr3þ ion. The WL emission of the GGG:Cr sample has a weak tail in spectral region near
the exciting wavelength that happens to fall in an absorption band of Cr3þ [23].

Investigations of GGG doped with Cr3þ ions report that such material strongly absorbs radia-
tion with wavelength lower than 700 nm: two broad and intense absorption bands at 610 and
430 nm are typical for Cr3þ octahedrally-coordinated by O atoms [23]. Broadband emission by
Cr3þ ion is known as due to the coupling between the electronic levels of the 3d -like electrons
and the lattice vibrations and Cr3þ fluorescence properties are sensitive to the crystal field
strength [24], [25]. The 4A2 ground level and the excited levels 2E and 4T are involved in the
emission dynamics. At low temperature the Cr3þ ion luminescence is dominated by the
2E ! 4A2 transitions (with peaks at 730, 726, and 706 nm) [26], [27] and at room temperature a
wide band occurs peaking at 719 nm.

Since our samples GGG:Cr and ðYAGÞco yield broadband visible emission with analogous
features (see Fig. 2) and no temperature-dependence is exhibited by the broadband emission of
the sample GGG:Cr (see Fig. 3), then the occurrence of the visible broadband emission cannot
be ascribed to the Cr presence. That is, the similarities of the emission properties of ðYAGÞco
and GGG:Cr suggest that the nature of the general emission mechanism may be the same in
both materials.

The experimental findings indicate that the only nominally un-doped sample that shows stable
broadband emission is ðYAGÞco, fabricated by using relatively low purity starting source re-
agents of both Y and Al ½YðNO3Þ3 � 6H2O (99.8%) and NH4AlðSO4Þ2 � 12H2O (> 99%)]. On the
other hand, no stable broad band emission was observed at atmospheric pressure by the sam-
ples ðGGGÞPech, fabricated by very high purity reagents ½Gd2O3 (99.99þ%) and
GaðNO3Þ3 � xH2O (x ¼ 8:31; 99.999%)], and ðYAGÞPech, produced by using a high purity reagent
½AlðNO3Þ39H2O (99.999%)] and a low purity reagent ½YðNO3Þ3�6H2O (99.8%)]. Even if the very
different behavior of our samples deserves further investigation, the following remarks can be
made based on our experimental study.

The GGG-based samples (GGG:Cr and ðGGGÞPech), were synthesized by the better approach
but consist of nano-crystallites with different sizes (78 nm for GGG:Cr and 53 nm for ðGGGÞPech).
This issue can be related to the Cr-dopant. In fact, while synthesis thermal-treatments induce
thermally activated nucleation due to improved superficial mobility, Cr-doping can be active in
promoting heterogeneous nucleation by enhanced density of nucleation sites. In fact, the
smaller ionic radius of Cr3þ ions as compared to Gd3þ cations introduces lattice-potential well
favoring dopant effectiveness as nucleation centre. Since larger nano-crystals exhibit improved
crystalline quality, this refined structural order yield less defects which means reduction of the
channels of non-radiative loss and, therefore, could result in measurable and stable broadband
emission.

Turning to the YAG-based samples (ðYAGÞco and ðYAGÞPech), they were synthesized by differ-
ent approaches and exhibited very different structural features: ðYAGÞco was single-phase with
55 nm-large nano-crystals and ðYAGÞPech was not-single phase with distorted lattice. While
Y-based precursors with equal purity were used to synthesize both samples, the used Al
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precursors had very different purity (99.999% for ðYAGÞPech and 99% for ðYAGÞco). Even if

the nature of these impurities is presently unknown, we point out that Cr3þ, Cu2þ, Fe3þ and
other transition metal ions are common metallic impurities in nominally pure compounds con-
taining Al3þ [28], [29]. Therefore, the overall minor purity of reagents may be responsible of
the distorted phase of the sample ðYAGÞPech. Once again, the different density of structural
defects could account for the lack of stable visible broadband emission by ðYAGÞPech, as
compared to ðYAGÞco.

Another contribution to the reduction/suppression of the visible broadband emission might be
the water ðH2OÞ residing on the nano-particle surface, due to either synthesis residuals or ad-
sorption in atmospheric pressure [30]. Since H2O has a relatively broad absorption band peak-
ing at 760 nm and at 800 nm its absorption coefficient is 0.02 cm�1 [31], it could contribute to
the absorption of the 803.5 radiation. Under equal conditions of background pressure, the differ-
ent surface-to-volume ratio of the GGG-based samples involves greater density of adsorbed wa-
ter on the surface of the sample ðGGGÞPech as compared to GGG:Cr, thus contributing to
suppress broadband emission by ðGGGÞPech. Such conclusion is supported by the experimental
finding that ðGGGÞPech yields only unstable visible broadband emission at very high pumping
power (nearly 3.25 W) under atmospheric pressure conditions. For what concerns ðYAGÞPech
and ðYAGÞco different water adsorption can only stem from the surface-characteristics, as in-
duced by the synthesis procedure.

As for the dependence of the WL emission on the pressure present in the sample chamber
Fig. 6 reports such pressure dependence for the GGG:Cr sample at the pumping power of 2 W;
the WL intensity decreases sharply with increasing pressure. For the sample ðYAGÞco, no exper-
iment as a function of pressure was carried out, as the broadband emission is measurable only
for the lowest available atmospheric pressures (below 0.1 mbar).

The pressure dependence of the broadband emission can be due to the adsorption of polar
species on the sample surface and the scattering events involving the nano-powder surface and
molecules of the background atmosphere that cause electron de-excitation and/or heating
dissipation. The heating effects on the samples after their exposure to the laser beam are dem-
onstrated by their partial melting that can be ascribed to the low thermal conductivity of nano-
materials and reduced melting temperature as compared to the bulk counterpart. In this regard
an alternative or concurrent pressure-dependent de-excitation mechanism can be invoked
based on the thermal conductivity of the nano-powders. This parameter is enhanced by the am-
bient pressure and reduced when this pressure is lowered. At low pressures, the crystallites are

Fig. 6. Evolution of the broad band peak intensity as a function of the atmospheric pressure for
GGG:Cr. The excitation power was 2 W.
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more isolated from each other and from the cold finger and can reach higher temperatures fa-
voring the emission of WL.

The decay patterns of the visible broadband emission of the sample GGG:Cr, measured un-
der various pressure conditions, are shown in Fig. 7. Following the instantaneous interruption of
the diode laser irradiation by a shutter, the emission intensity decays in a non-exponential way,
with an e-folding time on the order of 0.1 s (see Fig. 7). However, the decay rate appears to be
strongly affected by the pressure in the sample chamber, as the first e-folding time for GGG:Cr
approximately changes from 50 to 150 ms for pressures varying from 21 to 0.032 mbar.

After the instantaneous opening of the shutter blocking the 803.5 nm CW excitation, the
broadband intensity increases slowly as a function of the excitation pumping power (see Fig. 8).
In all the cases the rise of the emission intensity is not fast, but takes up to a few seconds to
reach a common steady-state value. The rise becomes faster when the power is increased.
Similar results were obtained for the ðYAGÞco samples.

The active role of the de-excitation mechanisms aided by the background pressure is consis-
tent with decay rate strongly affected by the atmospheric pressure and fast decreasing for

Fig. 7. Decay of the broadband emission intensity at 675 nm as a function of the atmospheric pres-
sure for GGG:Cr at room temperature. The excitation power was 2 W.

Fig. 8. Temporal rise of the broadband intensity at 675 nm as a function of the excitation power at
ambient pressure (0.03 mbar).
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increasing pressure (see Fig. 6). Notably, while at the lowest background pressures the decay
pattern is non-exponential, for increasing pressure nearly linear trend is approached. Since the
decay accounts for both radiative and non-radiative processes and the contribution stemming
from the background pressure is just an extrinsic non-radiative loss channel, such a finding sug-
gests that just above the threshold pressure the decay time of the broadband emission is domi-
nated by the material intrinsic mechanisms. High pumping power favors the onset of step-like
build up of the broadband emission (see Fig. 7). Such an evidence suggests that this emission
is related to state-filling and threshold-filling mechanisms. As increasing pumping power means
an increasing population of the excited level; the emission intensity is expected to build up pro-
portionally to the filling of the excited states. In this picture, at low pumping power, the insuffi-
cient level filling should account for the tailing-effect observed in the rise-time curves (see Fig. 7)
corresponding to the lowest pumping-powers (1.7 and 2.2 W). The step-like increase of the WL onset
for pumping power up 2.73 W can be indicative of a threshold filling-process.

4. Conclusion
Visible broadband emission is reported in the literature by materials at least doubly doped with
different rare earth ions or including them as stoichiometric components. The present study
demonstrates that this emission can be obtained by nominally undoped oxide materials and, for
the first time, by transition-metal-doped insulating oxide materials. This study has presented the
occurrence of broadband bright visible emission by either nominally un-doped YAG and GGG or
Cr3þ doped GGG nano-crystalline samples excited by monochromatic CW infrared light (803.5 nm).
It has also demonstrated the influence of the experimental conditions (synthesis approach, purity of
the precursor powder, environment pressure and pumping power) in favoring or suppressing the
broadband emission. Based on the analysis of the data and on our preliminary results [32], [33], it
can be inferred that the observed broadband emission is due to a host dependent general
mechanism.
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